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The goal of this project was to measure the effectiveness of digital applications as an avenue of
learning among sixth grade science students. Through the development and production of an interactive
module focused on teaching students the components of the solar system, the developed interactive
learning application was evaluated as an effective learning supplement in addition to traditional classroom
teaching methods. The interactive module consists of an exploratory 3D learning environment that can be
navigated nonlinearly, interspersed with quizzing sections that test knowledge of the material covered.
Users were evaluated at two different segments of the module, and depending on their quiz score, were
either allowed to continue to the next segment of the module, or forced to revisit the previous section in
order to gain the knowledge needed to advance.
The application was evaluated by Jamie Sammis, on of WPA's sixth grade science teachers,
Angela Diehl, M.A. of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center's Biomedical
Communications program, as well as 85 sixth grade science students. During this evaluation, students
were given a custom-designed interactive application and their comprehension of its content was
monitored. In addition, students were asked to evaluate the application and their interest in taking
advantage of similar digital supplemental learning applications in the future. To gauge efficacy, students
were given a 20-question pretest before the implementation of the application, which was then readministered as a post-test the following week. At the end of the evaluation, it was determined that the
designed learning application produced marked improvement in content retention among students. In
addition, students showed overwhelming preference to learning through digital interactive learning
applications. Due to the structure of the classrooms participating in this evaluation, it was also possible to
compare test and survey results between classes of all male or all female students and classes with both
male and female students. At the end of the application's implementation, it was determined that students
who used it in conjunction with normal classroom learning methods scored an average of 13.3% higher
on TEKS-based evaluations.
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SOLAR SYSTEM: AN INTERACTIVE LEARNING SUPPLEMENT FOR
SIXTH GRADE SCIENCE STUDENTS

BRETT CLAIR, M.A.
The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas, 2012
LEWIS CALVER, M.S.

The goal of this project was to measure the effectiveness of digital applications as an
avenue of learning among sixth grade science students. Through the development and production
of an interactive module focused on teaching students the components of the solar system, the
developed interactive learning application was evaluated as an effective learning supplement in
addition to traditional classroom teaching methods. The interactive module consists of an
exploratory 3D learning environment that can be navigated nonlinearly, interspersed with
quizzing sections that test knowledge of the material covered. Users were evaluated at two
different segments of the module, and depending on their quiz score, were either allowed to
continue to the next segment of the module, or forced to revisit the previous section in order to
gain the knowledge needed to advance.
The application was evaluated by Jamie Sammis, a sixth grade science teacher at
Williams Preparatory Academy in Dallas, Texas, Angela Diehl, M.A. of the University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center's Biomedical Communications program, as well as 85 sixth grade
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science students. During this evaluation, students were given a custom-designed interactive
application and their comprehension of its content was monitored. In addition, students were
asked to evaluate the application and their interest in taking advantage of similar digital
supplemental learning applications in the future. To gauge efficacy, students were given a 20question pretest before the implementation of the application, which was then re-administered as
a post-test the following week. At the end of the evaluation, it was determined that the designed
learning application produced marked improvement in content retention among students. In
addition, students showed overwhelming preference to learning through digital interactive
learning applications. Due to the structure of the classrooms participating in this evaluation, it
was also possible to compare test and survey results between classes of all male or all female
students and classes with both male and female students. At the end of the application's
implementation, it was determined that students who used it in conjunction with normal
classroom learning methods scored an average of 13.3% higher on TEKS-based evaluations.

Introduction

Digital Learning
As interactive digital media becomes an increasingly prevalent and important form of
communication it is important to constantly reevaluate its role as a teaching tool. A 2009 national
survey of school districts found that 97% of school districts nationwide implemented local area
network (LAN) connections among their computers, and 100% of these districts allow for access
to the Internet. (Gray 5) With the computer and Internet access becoming not only commonplace,
but also a standard in the classroom, it is important to analyze how best to harness this tool and
best use it for educational purposes in ways that are not only informative, but also engaging to
students. According to Barab, "[Interactive applications and games] provide entire worlds
designed to help learners adopt roles and engage story lines previously inaccessible to them. If
properly designed, they can provide the problems, tools, people, experiences, perspectives, and
consequences to ensure that learners develop rich content understanding." (Barab 526)
Additionally, interactive media allows for an even more in-depth approach to multi-modal
learning. According to the results of Roxana Moreno and Richard Meyer's study on multi-modal
learning, "students learned better when verbal input was presented auditorily as speech rather
than visually as text." (Moreno 15) Also in support of multi-modal learning practices,
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Williams Preparatory Academy and Uplift Education
Williams Preparatory Academy was established in 2007, as a member of Uplift Charter
Schools. It was designated as a T-STEM school (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) by
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. WPA has established partnerships with UT Southwestern
and the Dallas Flight Museum. WPA recently began a partnership with UT Southwestern to
pioneer effective ways to implement new and interactive media in the classroom setting.
Founded in 1997, Uplift Education was one of the first charter school systems in the state
of Texas. Funded largely through personal investments and donations, Uplift Education charter
schools consistently rank among the highest in the state, and North Hills Preparatory, the first
school started by Uplift education, ranks among the top ten high schools in the country by
Newsweek magazine, and in the "Best IB Programs in America" By US News and World Report.

TAKS & TEKS
The TAKS exam (Texas Assessment of Knowledge and Skills) is a standardized test
throughout Texas that evaluates student understanding of TEKS objectives (Texas Essential
Knowledge and Skills). As a public school operating in the state of Texas, WPA is subject to
abiding by TEKS curriculum guidelines. TEKS curriculum guidelines for sixth grade science
students pertaining to this application are as follows:
"(11) Earth and space. The student understands the organization of our solar system and
the relationships among the various bodies that comprise it. The student is expected to:
(A) describe the physical properties, locations, and movements of the Sun,
planets, Galilean moons, meteors, asteroids, and comets;
(B) understand that gravity is the force that governs the motion of our solar
system; and
(C) describe the history and future of space exploration, including the types of
equipment and transportation needed for space travel."
Currently Williams Preparatory Academy follows these curriculum requirements using
mostly traditional media. They implement numerous paper handouts, which are then gathered and
kept by the students in a journal collection. They also implement physical learning activities such
as planet model building and paper-based quizzing games. While digital web-learning
applications are used for some other science topics in this class, no content pertaining to Section
11 of the TEKS guidelines makes use of digital learning applications.
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Materials and Methods

Audience & Content
To better understand the target audience, a shadow experience and evaluation was
performed. While sitting in on three separate science classes led by Jamie Sammis, one of WPA's
sixth grade science teachers, I gathered general impressions about how media was used in the
classroom. I found that during the times digital media was implemented, this sampling of students
seemed to be more focused and task-oriented, whereas when they were using traditional handouts
to learn there was considerably more talking and commotion in class.
After sharing these results with Ms. Sammis, we both agreed that the development of an
interactive learning supplement would be a worthy pursuit. We decided to focus on the section of
the curriculum addressing space and the solar system, as we both agreed the content lent itself
well to dynamic visual media and user-guided navigation and exploration. The application would
serve to enhance traditional teaching methods, and to reinforce TEKS-compliant curricula as a
computer-based learning supplement. The application would specifically target planets and
moons of our solar system as its primary content, as the sheer volume of content would free up
teachers to allocate more traditional classroom teaching time for broader space-based learning
concepts such as gravity, electromagnetism, the speed of light, as well as the history of human
space exploration. The application would serve as a repository for TEKS-relevant factual
information about each planet and moon. Students would then be able to digest these individual
facts at their own pace, potentially even outside of the classroom based on outside computer
access.

Development
Assets for the application were developed in Autodesk Maya 2012, allowing for a fully
three-dimensional representation of the solar system and its components. Animated video clips of
each individual component, transitions between different planets and moons to simulate travel,
and animated component facts were created with seamless transitions. The component planets
and moons were arranged to represent their geographic location in the solar system. To facilitate
structural comprehension, students would navigate primarily from planet to planet. If a planet had
a moon covered by the application, it became accessible from the navigation hub of its respective
planet. This branching form of navigation helps to both organize the content based on actual
geography, and to create a structural hierarchy of relevant content to the user. To create these
clips, image sequences were rendered in Maya and then exported to Adobe After Effects CS5,
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where they were compiled into separate video clips. These clips would then be stitched back
together to allow for user interaction and control.
To take advantage of its robust quizzing support, it was decided that the clips would be
reconstituted in Adobe Captivate CS5. The clips were arranged and stitched together in a
branching format that allowed for nonlinear navigation. Students were able select different
planets, "travel" to them, and learn facts about them via a "space cockpit" graphic user interface
(GUI). They were also given access to a "solar map" from which they could navigate to any
planet in their section of the solar system instantaneously. This allows for easy and quick access
to relevant information, and also gives the user a sense of control and connection to the
application.
To provide voice narration, a text-to-speech application called "Speak It!" was
implemented. Factual information as well as user instruction was fed into the application in text
form, and voice narration was then produced to aid in comprehension of the application's content.
This was seen as a benefit due to the high amount of content and the variability of literacy rates
inherent in a student audience so young. It was also noted that WPA has a higher than average
English as a Second Language (ESL) student body, and it was determined that audio narration
combined with text would aid in overall comprehension among these students as well. The voice
narration manifested itself in the form of "LUNA" (Learning & Universe Navigation Assistant).
LUNA was characterized as the artificial intelligence digital personality of the spaceship in which
the user explored the solar system. LUNA acts as a guide for the user, explaining how to properly
navigate the application's GUI, as well as narrating the application's educational content.
To provide a narrative arc, as well as motivation to participate in the application, a story
was developed involving protagonists "Paz" and "Zoe." It was important to provide the
application with protagonists that both male and female students would connect to. According to
Jeroen Bourgonjon, research shows that common perceptions lead interactive applications and
gaming to be considered a male-centric activity. (Bourgonjon 1437) Because of this, the
protagonists were fashioned as students of a nonspecific but similar age group. Humor amongst
the two protagonists was also implemented in order to bring levity to the application's story
elements and further enhance engagement among students. In a similar fashion it was important
to employ an antagonist that provided a challenge to the audience and further motivated students
to use the application to its fullest. In the narrative, the evil "Quizbot" has kidnapped Paz and
Zoe's classmates, and in order to rescue them, they must defeat Quizbot in two different factchallenges. This manifest as two multiple-choice quizzes containing 10 questions each, and is
placed at the midpoint and end of the application. If the user travels to each planet and moon,
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learns about them, and uses this information to successfully complete these two "Quizbot
Challenges" he or she then "wins" and completes the application. If the user fails either of the
challenges, they are redirected back to the learning portion of the application, and must review
the content and retake the quizbot challenge in order to advance.

Publication
The application was published as a standalone program that is compatible with PCs, as
that is what the students were provided in class. Performance quality was monitored throughout
development, as students were provided small "netbook" computers with minimal processing
power. It was important to make sure that the application ran properly and smoothly given this
constraint. Also, file size for the application was limited, and in order to function properly, it was
determined that the application needed to be divided into two different segments. Each segment
contained half of the application's content, culminating in a Quizbot Challenge at its end. Given
the nature of the content, it was decided that the split would occur between the inner and outer
planets of the solar system, with the inner planets and their moons featured in part one, and the
outer planets and their moons featured in part two. Future exploration into web-based
implementation would be highly beneficial and circumvent several of the size and performance
limitations inherent to the hardware, as well as providing a standard format that multiple models
and operating systems would have equal access to. This unfortunately was not feasible in the
timeframe the in which the application needed to be created to accommodate WPA's calendar
availability.

Implementation
On April 25, 2012 students were given a pretest consisting of twenty questions, which
directly correlate to the content covered by the application. The pretest was given after pertinent
space and solar system concepts had been covered in class via normal teaching methods, but
before the implementation of the application. The all-male class produced a mean score of 62.8%
correctly answered questions. The all-female class produced a mean score of 50.8%, and the
mixed class produced a mean score of 55.4%. The pretest's content would be directly addressed
in the application and an identical post-test would follow.
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Figure 1.1: Pre-Test Results

On April 26, 2012 the application was fully implemented in Ms. Sammis' science
curriculum. The sample size consisted of 85 students spread over three different classes. Due to
WPA currently piloting gender-specific classes, the sample audience consisted of one all-male
group, one all-female group, and one co-ed group. This provided a welcome but unexpected
opportunity to gauge the effectiveness of the application in gender-specific environments, and
data was subsequently recorded to facilitate this opportunity for analysis. Students were given
approximately ninety minutes to complete the application, with the majority of individuals
working on their own computer. Only 12 students out of the 85 evaluated needed to share a
computer due to stock limitations. Upon implementing the application, I evaluated that
enthusiasm for the application was relatively high compared to normal teaching methods.
Students used headphones to be able to hear the audio portion of the application. This largely cut
down on talking and commotion in class, and appeared to allow students to focus on the content
of the application.
Students were given a "solar notebook" in which they could take notes on the factual
information given throughout the application. The notebook was divided by component and
allowed students to record the content provided by the application. This notebook could then be
used as reference during the two Quizbot Challenges. The object of implementing this was
twofold. First, it would increase multi-modal learning by including audio, visual, and kinesthetic
approaches to the content. Second, it would encourage students to take notes and provide an
information source they could use away from the computer.
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Results & Discussion
Post-Test
The following week after implementing the application, students were subjected to a
post-test examination. It was determined that the post-test would be given several days after using
the application to help gauge long-term retention of content. While students were allowed to use
their "solar notebook" during the course of the application, they were not allowed to use it for
their post-test examination. The following represents a class analysis based on the percentage of
correct answers on each of the post-test's twenty questions.
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Figure 2.1
Post-Test Results: All Female
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Figure 2.2
Post-Test Results: All Male Class
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Figure 2.3
Post-Test Results: Male & Female Class

Students in all three classes exhibit similar patterns in the percentage of correct answers
based on specific questions in the examination. For instance, nearly every student answered
question #4 correctly. Similarly, questions #12 and #13 proved difficult to the majority of
students across all classes. Whether this is based on the relative ease of the questions themselves
or the thoroughness of the application to explain the content is yet to be determined. Upon
general examination the data points to scoring solidarity among testing classes. Each class tested
within a relatively tight margin, exhibiting comparable ranges in average correct answers.
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Pre-Test / Post-Test Comparison
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Upon reviewing the post-test data in detail, it was determined that students on average
scored 13.3% higher after implementation of the application. The all-female class scored an
average of 13.5% higher, the all-male class scored 13.8% higher and the mixed group scored an
average of 12.7% higher. The narrow range of these results helps to discount the notion that class
variation may greatly impact these results. Concurrently it alludes to the notion that both male
and female students find the application equally useful.

Survey
Upon completion of the application students were also asked to complete a survey
examining their opinion of the usefulness, format and fun-factor of the application, as well as
their opinion of interactive media in the classroom as a whole. Upon review, it was discovered
that preference of interactive learning to traditional classroom learning techniques was
overwhelmingly high. Out of 62 answers received to the question "Do you prefer traditional
teaching methods or computer-based interactive learning?" an impressive 59 students chose
interactive learning activities over normal teaching methods. Also of note, an overwhelming
majority of surveyed students also described the application as either "quite enjoyable" or "so
much fun!" This alone asserts that regardless of possible test score variation in future iterations of
this application or ones similar, its use promotes active engagement among students.
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Figure 4.1
Survey Results - Students' Opinion on Knowledge of Sun and Inner Planets
Prior to and After Application Implementation
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Survey Results - Students' Opinion on Knowledge of Outer Planets and Moons
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Survey Results: Fun-Factor

There are several modifications to be made that would be beneficial to both improving
the effectiveness of the application and providing more accurate analytical data. The first and
most important is that the application needs to be more accessible to students both in and out of
class. Creation of a web-based application would alleviate this by allowing multiple types of
operating systems to have equal access to it without custom modification, as well as making the
application available outside of school, as students do not take the school netbooks home with
them. Through content-streaming methods, a web-based application would also allow for the
game to be implemented as a whole, instead of it needing to be broken into segments due to file
size limitation.
Another chance to improve the application would be to analyze answer patterns to isolate
questions that are too easy, too hard, or not taught to the student in the best possible manner.
There are several questions that students scored uniformly high or low on, namely questions #4,
#12, and #13, which would be a good starting point to begin analysis.
Finally it would be beneficial to improve upon the application's interactive functionality.
Currently the application involves "point and click" functionality with a simulated threedimensional overlay. Though a challenge, exploring game-engine based functionality with a fully
3D environment that can be freely navigated would increase user interaction, and hopefully
content retention in the process. This type of development requires a high level of
interdisciplinary expertise, and would be best suited for a group of developers rather than single
individual. Thus it was not explored in the application's initial development cycle.
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